PROGRESSING WITH HERITAGE: DESIGN IN THE CONTEXT OF HERITAGE

- Brittany House: A Fusion of Contemporary Living in Heritage Charm
- Oasis Hotel: The Salad Bowl Project
- Preserving St. Joseph: A technical feat
- A grooming tale of two Buildings; BMW & Penang Plaza
BRITTANY HOUSE - A FUSION OF CONTEMPORARY LIVING IN HERITAGE CHARM
BRITTANY HOUSE – FLOOR PLANS
BRITTANY HOUSE – DESIGN APPROACH...
BRITTANY HOUSE – BEFORE & AFTER
BRITTANY HOUSE – BEFORE & AFTER
BRITTANY HOUSE – BEFORE & AFTER
BRITTANY HOUSE – BEFORE & AFTER
BRITTANY HOUSE – BEFORE & AFTER
BRITTANY HOUSE – IN THE MAKING
BRITTANY HOUSE – BEFORE & AFTER
BRITTANY HOUSE – BEFORE & AFTER
LEGEND

- Anglo Indian Bungalow
- Chinese Indian Terrace
- Straits Eclectic Annex
- Indian Shophouse facing Steward Lane
- 1920s Jack Roof Annex facing Steward Lane
- Chinese Gate

EXISTING SITE PLAN

23 Love Lane Conservation & Restoration by BYG
Chinese Indian Terrace
1920s Jack Roof Annex facing Steward Lane
Indian Shophouse facing Steward Lane
Chinese Gate
THE CHINESE GATE - RESTORATION IN PROGRESS

23 Love Lane Conservation & Restoration by BYG
THE ANGLO INDIAN BUNGALOW - RESTORATION IN PROGRESS

23 Love Lane Conservation & Restoration by BYG
THE ANGLO INDIAN BUNGALOW - RESTORATION IN PROGRESS

23 Love Lane Conservation & Restoration by BYG
THE 1920s JACK ROOF ANNEX
23 Love Lane Conservation & Restoration by BYG
THE INDIAN SHOPHOUSE

23 Love Lane Conservation & Restoration by BYG
EXISTING BUILDING BEFORE UNDER-PINNING PROCESS
St. Joseph Novitiate Conservation & Restoration by BYG
PROPOSED LEVEL 1 FLOOR PLAN
St. Joseph Novitiate Conservation & Restoration by BYG
Micro pile works at St. Joseph internal corridor area
Ground beam and slab re-construction at perimeter columns area.
Ground beam and slab re-construction at perimeter columns area.
Ground beam and slab re-construction at internal area.
Excavation work started from ground floor.
Excavation work continued underneath St. Joseph Novitiate (basement for podium).
First layer of excavation work completed for basement 1 podium, propping was done internally to support St. Joseph building.
Excavation work continued for basement 2 podium.
Basement 1 and 2 ground beam and slab in progress.
Basement 1 and 2 floor slab and beam connecting to below St. Jo surrounding structures.
Construction of basement 1 slab connecting to St. Jo.
Level 1 slab connecting to St. Joseph building.
CONSERVATION IN PROGRESS
St. Joseph Novitiate Conservation & Restoration by BYG
THE GROOMING TALE OF TWO BUILDINGS; BMW & PENANG PLAZA
Burmah Road, Georgetown, Penang
PHOTOS : BEFORE & AFTER

Main façade view from Jalan Burmah

Pre-refurbishment

Post-refurbishment
PHOTOS : BEFORE & AFTER

Side view from Jalan Anson

Pre-refurbishment

Post-refurbishment
PHOTOS : POST-REFURBISHMENT
PHOTOS : POST-REFURBISHMENT

Double volume gallery of BMW Showroom

View from L2 café into double volume gallery
Existing drop off area

New floating glass canopy at drop off area
Existing single volume entrance

New triple-volume and welcoming entrance
Existing facade with small window slits

Existing shop fronts and corridor

New facade with glass panels and mild steel screen

New shop fronts and corridor
EXISTING ESCALATOR RELOCATION

Penang Plaza Rejuvenation by BYG
Penang Plaza Rejuvenation by BYG

INTERIOR RENOVATION
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